1. **A routing problem.** You are given an $N \times N$ rectangular grid of cells. Some cells are empty, others are blocked. The problem is to find a shortest path from the upper left cell to the lower right cell that does not pass through any blocked cell. The path can join any two empty cells that are adjacent either horizontally or vertically, but not diagonally. Write pseudocode for an algorithm that finds the shortest possible length of such a path.

This is not a programming assignment. I only want to see pseudocode, which can be written entirely in English if you wish.

Assume that the grid is given to you as an $N \times N$ array of type Boolean, whose value is `true` if the cell is empty and `false` if the cell is blocked.

Here is an example of such a grid. Cells marked X are blocked; the others are empty. My solution is indicated in the adjacent matrix.

```
| X |    | oo X oooo |
| X | X X X | Xooooooo ooXoo X |
| X | X X X X |         |
| X | X XXXX XX | X X XXXXX Xo |
| X XX XX X | X XX XX oo X |
| X X X X X |     |
| XX XX XX X | XX XX oXX X |
| X XXX | oooX X Xooo |
| X X X X | oXooooooX X o |
| X X X XX XX | X oX X XX ooXooo |
| X X X X |     |
| XXX XX | oo XXX ooX o |
| XX XX X | XXooo XX oXooo |
| X XXX| o X oooXXX |
| X X X X | oooX X X XXX |
| XXX X X XX X | XXX Xo X XX XX |
| X | XX X X X | X o XX X X |
| X | X X X | X Xo XoXoX |
| X XX XX X | X Xooo ooXooooX |
```

Read more about the assignment and grid example.
2. You wish to compute all entries of Pascal's triangle down to the 10th row, namely \( C(n,k) = \binom{n}{k} \) using dynamic program and the recurrence \( C(n,k) = C(n-1,k-1) + C(n-1,k) \) for \( 0 < k < n \), and \( C(n,0) = C(n,n) \) for all \( n \). To save space, you want to store Pascal's triangle as a triangular array. \( C(n,k) \) will be stored as \( X[\text{location}] \), where \( \text{location} \) is a function of \( n \) and \( k \). Here is your code, with one line deleted: You wish to compute all entries of Pascal's triangle down to the 10th row, namely \( C(n,k) = \binom{n}{k} \) using dynamic program and the recurrence \( C(n,k) = C(n-1,k-1) + C(n-1,k) \) for \( 0 < k < n \), and \( C(n,0) = C(n,n) \) for all \( n \). To save space, you want to store Pascal's triangle as a triangular array. \( C(n,k) \) will be stored as \( X[\text{location}] \), where \( \text{location} \) is a function of \( n \) and \( k \). Here is your code, with one line incomplete:

```cpp
int const N = 10;
int X[N*(N+1)/2]; // The size of X is N+1 choose 2, which is 55 if N = 10

int location(int n, int k)
{
    assert(0 <= k and k <= n);
    return // INSERT CORRECT FORMULA HERE.
}

void store(int value, int n, int k)
{
    X[location(n,k)] = value;
}

int fetch(int n, int k)
{
    return X[location(n,k)];
}

int main()
{
    for(int n = 0; n <= N; n++)
        for(int k = 0; k <= n; k++)
            if(k == 0 or k == n) store(1,n,k);
            else store(fetch(n-1,k-1)+fetch(n-1,k),n,k);
    // Write out the triangle
    for(int n = 0; n <= N; n++)
    {
        for(int k = 0; k <= n; k++)
            cout << " " << fetch(n,k);
        cout << endl;
    }
    return 1;
}
```
And here is the output when I ran the program:

```
1
1 1
1 2 1
1 3 3 1
1 4 6 4 1
1 5 10 10 5 1
1 6 15 20 15 6 1
1 7 21 35 35 21 7 1
1 8 28 56 70 56 28 8 1
1 9 36 84 126 126 84 36 9 1
1 10 45 120 210 252 210 120 45 10 1
```